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SPONSOR MEETING  
 

Client Dr. Kam 

Minute Taker George 

Date & Time 20 Oct, 1300 

Venue SIS Meeting Room 4-6 

Absentees None 
 

TOPICS 
1. Demo to Dr Kam on the changes/suggestions  

2. Updates on the schedule  

CONTENT 
 

Discussion 
and 
Conclusion 

 
The discussion started off with demonstration of the polygon buffer by Bernard. 
 
Dr Kam liked the overall look and feel of the polygon buffer but stated that it would be 
good if the user can define a polygon area too.   
 
Bernard followed up to show the snapshot function of the panel and highlighted the 
implication with the current snapshot function which only register the base map but not 
the panels.  
 
Bernard also explained that the “function reset onClose panel” was implemented as 
requested. 
 
George went on to show the changes made to the Info Window. Instead of removing 
the info window upon mouseOut, it was changed to onClose button in the info window. 
This was to solve the issue when the user wanted to keep the info window open. 
 
Dr Kam agreed with the changes and stated it would be better to have the YouTube 
search in the info window; George highlighted the implication of selecting the particular 
field to search since the layers are dynamic. Dr Kam acknowledged the issue and said 
will think about it. 
 
Shazlee proceed to show and explained the draft of the user guide. Dr Kam requested 
the sequence of the functions to be changed as follows: 

 analysis – attribute search, spatial search, heatmap, YouTube 

 tool – layer manager, snapshot, distance calculation, area calculation 
 
Dr Kam further advised that the test plan should be tested and done internally before 
passing to the end users to test by next week. The test plan should include conditions 
like “Working/Not Working”, “Comments” column. The test plan should roll out together 
with the user guide. 
 
UAT is to be done next week with Dr Kam, followed by the week after with NParks 
users. 
 
George and Jess raised the suggestions on improving UI by adding animations. Dr 
Kam deny it as the animation may increase lead time and the end users are not 
particular about the animation. Empathize on the effectiveness. “Wow” factor should be 
more work done in analysis area like data graph instead of UI.   
 
Dr Kam said that other areas of analysis can look into “convex hull” , “terrain profile” 
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and also “nearest neighbor clustering” 
 
Dr Kam ended the meeting with suggestions to implement a ZoomBox function. The 
zoombox library can be found in modest map. He also mentioned that the menu bar 
labels can adjust to act like tooltip instead. 
 

 

Wrap Up 
Meeting adjourned @ 1530 

Next meeting details  

 

 

DISCLAIMER:  
Any amendments/feedback about the content must be given to minute’s taker within 3 days 

from this adjourned meeting. Minute’s taker will have to send the updated minutes within 1 

day for any amendments.  


